Group [Virtual] Tour Timeline Sample

Login waiting period/Troubleshooting - (5 - 10 Minutes)
  • Getting to know the tour group
Introduction/Welcome to The Bass - (5 - 10 minutes)
  • What to expect during the tour
  • [Virtual] Museum etiquette
  • Zoom etiquette
  • About The Bass
  • How to look at art
Tour (30 - 40 minutes)
  • Exhibition intro
  • Exhibition
  • Walkthrough
  • Discussion
  • In-Gallery Activities

**Extended Experience (available upon request, additional 60 minutes)**

Select from one of the following tracks
  • Team Building/Leadership
  • Self-esteem through Portraiture
  • Unlocking Creativity

Closing remarks / Thank you (5-10 minutes)

**Total Tour Time:** 60 - 120 minutes